IRENAEUS AND HEBREWS
D. Jeffrey Bingham
Hebrews in Rome
In the sixth century, Stephanus Gobarus stated that Irenaeus (along with Hippolytus)
denied the Pauline authorship of the Letter to the Hebrews.1 A couple of centuries before,
Eusebius had written that Irenaeus had quoted from the Letter in a no longer extant work. He had
said that, “[Irenaeus composed] a collection of addresses on various subjects, in which he
mentions the Epistle to the Hebrews and the “Wisdom of Solomon,” quoting several passages
from them.”2 That Irenaeus knew the Letter and that he used it in his ministry should not surprise
us. Already at the end of the first century in Rome, Clement “subtly, but unmistakably,” to use
the words of Luke Timothy Johnson, employed the thought and language of Hebrews (e.g., 1
Clement 36.1-5).3 The notion of subtle usage is helpful. B. W. Bacon counted “forty-seven [!]
‘echoes,’” and states that Hebrews is “the model for whole paragraphs” of 1 Clement, but found
no “reference” to the Letter.4 Of Clement’s use of Hebrews, Eusebius wrote:
“In it he gives many thoughts from the Epistle to the Hebrews and even quotes
verbally when using certain passages from it: thus most clearly establishing the
fact that the treatise was no recent thing. For this reason it has seemed right and
reasonable to reckon it among the other letters of the apostle. For, Paul having
communicated in writing with the Hebrews in their native tongue, some say that
the evangelist Luke, others that Clement himself, translated the writing. The latter
statement is more probably true; because both the Epistle of Clement and that to
the Hebrews maintain the same character from the point of view of style, and
because the thoughts in each of the two treatises are not divergent.5
Such an early attestation to the prominent place of Hebrews in Clement’s thought has been
recognized by modern scholarship. D. A. Hagner wrote that “Clement’s acquaintance with and
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dependence upon the Epistle to the Hebrews is acknowledged by nearly everyone.” He goes on
to conclude, after a thorough analysis of Clement’s use of the Letter, that,
It seems certain then that Clement read, loved, was taught by, and made use of the
Epistle to the Hebrews in writing his pastoral letter to the Church of Corinth. . . .
Clement, faced with the need of writing to the Corinthian Church, found in the
Epistle to the Hebrews a veritable mine of ideas and phraseology which were
found to be not only convincing in themselves, but which seemed ready-made for,
or perfectly adaptable to, his own purposes.7
The position of A. F. Gregory is bit different. He recognizes, following Ellingworth’s argument,
that Clement is at places dependent on Hebrews, but wishes also to note the likelihood of
independence and common relation of both Hebrews and 1 Clement to another, common source.
He says, after acknowledging the certain use of Hebrews by Clement in 1 Clement 36.1-5,
Yet the pattern of striking parallels and possible allusions, but only limited verbal
identity, means that it is difficult to exclude altogether the possibility that Clement
and the author of the letter to the Hebrews might each have drawn on a common
source or tradition. It may be best to conclude, as Paul Ellingworth demonstrates,
that it is possible to affirm both the independence of Clement’s thought from that
of Hebrews at a number of critical points, yet not to question the general
consensus of the literary dependence of 1 Clement on Hebrews.8
G. Theissen, on the other hand takes the argument to an extreme. He insists that 1 Clement 36:16 is not dependent upon Hebrews 1:1-14, but derives only from a common tradition shared
between them.9 However, G. L. Cockerill has, in my view, successfully challenged Theissen’s
conclusions. He argues that while there is common traditional material, 1 Clement also evidences
in places derivation from and paraphrase of Hebrews.10 H. W. Attridge also believes that for 1
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Clement 36.2-6 “it is impossible to assume anything but literary dependence.”
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Rothschild agrees that Clement depended on Hebrews.12
With current scholarship recognizing the validity of Eusebius’s testimony
regarding Clement and Hebrews, there is no reason to doubt the historian’s comments
concerning Irenaeus and Hebrews. Irenaeus in a work or works no longer extant quoted from
several passages in the Letter in his own pastoral-polemical task.
Westcott also thought that there were “several coincidences of expression” between
Hebrews and the Shepherd of Hermas “sufficient to shew that Hermas also was acquainted with
it.”13 The recent essay by Joseph Verheyden has not done anything to raise confidence in
Wescott’s view of Hermas’s acquaintance with Hebrews.14 He seems to allow for Hermas’s use
of Matthew and 1 Corinthians.15
But other contemporary scholarship seems to take for granted the use of Hebrews by
Hermas, although perhaps in a more restrained manner than Westcott. Raymond Brown and John
Meier, for instance, argue that both Clement and Hermas “although using the wording of
Hebrews move in an almost opposite thought-direction.”16 Yet, Rome still, from 96 through the
entire second century “remains the main witness for an awareness of Hebrews.”17 The Epistle
was “received by the Roman church but never enthusiastically appropriated.”18 In other words
Rome knew Paul had not written Hebrews, the author was merely a respected “secondgeneration Christian authority” so “Hebrews was not Scripture by the Roman criterion” of
apostolic origin.19 Therefore, because of the qualified respect with which Rome (Clement,
Hermas) held Hebrews, it felt free to modify its teachings in its own theological construction.
Clement, then, softens the strong rejection of the Levitical priesthood and cult present in
Hebrews while Hermas softens the position of Hebrews on no forgiveness of sins after baptism.
Rome did this, Brown and Meier say, because “Rome did not like extreme positions.”20
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Whether or not the acceptance which the Letter had received in Rome influenced
Irenaeus’s comfort with quoting it we do not know. Nor can we say what use the Asians in the
late first and second century made of it. But one note is worth making. Brown and Meier insist
that Rome modified Hebrews in its employment of the writing. It could be that rather than
blatant modification and alteration of the thought of the Epistle, Clement and Hermas were
engaged in interpretation of it. In other words, they might not understand their own work to be a
change from Hebrews, but rather a proper reading of it. As we encounter Irenaeus's own
engagement with Hebrews we will witness uses and readings not necessarily expected by the
modern critic. Such readings should not necessarily be assumed to be conflicts with the theology
of Hebrews. They might be interpretations of the text believed by Irenaeus to be inherent within
the text and the rule of faith.
Modern Reflections on Irenaeus and Hebrews
Nevertheless, despite the reasonable basis for believing Eusebius’s testimony that
Irenaeus quoted Hebrews in works which are now lost, and the early evidence for Rome’s own
use of the Epistle, scholars have been less willing to see the Letter making its mark in Adversus
haereses. Some do acknowledge a partial citation of Hebrews 1:3 in book 2 and some allusions
to the Epistle scattered elsewhere in Irenaeus's main work.21 In the nineteenth century, for
example, we may note A. Camerlynck and W. W. Harvey. Camerlynck saw allusions to Hebrews
1:3; 1:13; 3:5; 10:1 (Adv. haer. 2.28.2; 2.28.7; 2.30.9; 3.6.5; 4.11.4), being especially confident
about Hebrews 1:13, while Harvey saw allusions to ten passages: (Hebrews 1:3; 2:10; 3:5; 7:28;
8:1; 10:1; 10:26-31; 11:5; 11:13; 13:15).22 But, Camerlynck ultimately concluded that although
Hebrews should have provided a “veritable arsenal” for Irenaeus's polemic, it did not. Irenaeus
knew and read Hebrews, but because of his belief that it was not from Paul’s hand, he did not
employ it.23 Even though Harvey recognized those several echoes, he remarked that Adversus
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haereses “contains no clear quotations from this epistle.”

Views minimizing the connection

between Hebrews and Irenaeus abound.
Camerlynck’s summary of other opinions in the nineteenth century seems to show even
less willingness to recognize Irenaeus's interest in Hebrews. Cornely (1885) believes any
allusions to have little weight and Werner (1889) sees them as dubious.25 It is difficult to find
twentieth-century, and more contemporary confidence, in Irenaeus’s use of Hebrews in his extant
writings. Most deny it a place in his “canon.” The place of the Epistle in Irenaeus’s constructive
theology is minimized. For instance, Hoh allows for only four indirect citations, but he questions
even these.26 F. R. M. Hitchcock, thought that Irenaeus quite possibly knew Hebrews, but notes
only four or five allusions (1:3; [2:5, translation of Enoch?]; 3:6; 13:10; 10:1/ Adv. haer. 2.30.9;
[3.6.4]; 14.18.6; 4.5.1; 4.11.4) and postulates that he was “reluctant to use” the epistle because of
Montanist appeal to Hebrews 6:4-5. 27 C. H. Turner recognizes no citations from the Letter and
although he sets forth occasions in which the language of Irenaeus may echo Hebrews (Heb 1:3;
3:5; 4:4-10; 6:1; 10:1; 10:26ff; 11:5; 11:5-6; 11:13/Adv. Haer. 2.30.9; 3.6.5; 4.15.2; 2.2.5;
4.16.1; 3.12.13; 4.11.4; 4.28.2; 4.13.1; 4.16.2; 5.5.1; 5.32.2), he is quick many times to point out
other textual parallels.28 André Benoit finds all the allusions identified by Harvey to be “vague
and remote.”29 The bishop had read Hebrews, Benoit thinks, but he did not believe it had the
same authority as apostolic texts. This is the reason, why Irenaeus did not mention the Letter.
Adversus haereses is devoted to proving the Christian faith based upon the apostolic teaching.30
Irenaeus is content, therefore, only to make indefinite allusions to it. Rothschild is also content
to see incidental citations/allusions in Irenaeus.31 Schneemelcher recognizes the Scriptural status
the four Gospels, Acts, and thirteen Pauline epistles held for Irenaeus. He notes also the high
appraisal, similar to the place of honor he gave to Paul’s writings, that Irenaeus gives 1 Peter and
1 and 2 John. Hebrews, he says, however, “is not so highly esteemed.”32 Norbert Brox notes that
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it is one of the few books that are “missing in him” but which are found in the canon of the
fourth century Church.33 Citing Eusebius he says, “Irenaeus knew Hebrews, but apparently
outside the church's Canon.”34 Robert Grant’s position shows a change from his early thought on
Irenaeus to his later understanding. At first, Grant saw minimal reference to the Letter. Later, he
would explicitly deny that it was a text in Irenaeus's New Testament canon and that it appears in
his extant works. He writes in one place that,
The views of Irenaeus (c. 180) are not altogether clear. He certainly alludes to
Hebrews (1:3) when he says that the Father created everything “by the Word of
his power” (Adv. haer. 2, 30, 9); but this is the only clear allusion in his writings,
and he speaks of the Christian “altar in the heavens” (4, 18, 6) in such a way as to
show that he is not relying on what Hebrews has to say on the subject.35
However, in other places he says, that Irenaeus “knew most of the New Testament rather well,”
but his collection of New Testament books “did not include Hebrews” and furthermore that
“There are no real traces of Hebrews in his works.”36 Luke Timothy Johnson, who was
optimistic about Clement’s use of the Letter, joins this last opinion of Grant’s and writes that
“there are no references to it in any of his extant writings.”37
In this paper, an analysis of Irenaeus’s knowledge and use of Hebrews, I hope to begin a
challenge to such opinions. I don’t intend here to insist that Irenaeus revered Hebrews as a sacred
text, the same way in which he sees the Spirit speaking through the prophets, the evangelists, and
Paul. But I do wish to demonstrate that his thought appears to be dependent in important degrees
upon its language and teaching. Perhaps Gobarus, Camerlynck, and Benoit were correct and he
knew that the bishop rejected it as being from Paul’s hand and that this caused him to use it more
subtly in his argument against the Gnostics and Marcionites. His concern must have been
overwhelming; otherwise it is difficult to explain why the voice of such a text is reduced almost
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entirely to a whisper. For merely one example of the potential power of Hebrews in the debate
against his opponents, we need only recall what E. C. Blackman pointed out sixty-two years ago:
Hebrews 1:1 was a text which could be called forth to demonstrate that “Marcion’s isolation of
the Redeemer from the World-creator was not difficult to refute.”38 Perhaps Hitchcock is right
and the bishop refused to use it because of the Montanist appeal to Hebrews 6:4-5.39 Or we might
speculate that he muted its presence because of an attraction the “prophetic” contents of Hebrews
held for the Montanists or other prophets.40 Or perhaps there is another cause. But, nevertheless,
here we will see that whatever its place in his concept of sacred, inspired texts, Hebrews was
important for his theological construction. It did serve, contra Camerlynck, as a mine of riches
for his polemic.
Irenaeus and Hebrews41
Hebrews 1:2-3: The Omnipotent Creator
It is in his refutation of the Valentinian theses concerning the final consummation and the
Demiurge (Adv. haer. 2.29-30) that we find Irenaeus’s first reading of the Letter to the Hebrews.
In the particular portion (Adv. haer. 2.30.1-9) of his argument into which he inserts the wording
of Hebrews, he is arguing against the Valentinian notion that the Demiurge has a psychic nature,
a nature of a quality between matter and spiritual, and which is then inferior to the nature of the
spiritual Valentinians themselves. His concluding point is that reason shows that even the
Valentinians must ultimately confess that the Demiurge is the creator and former of all things,
which makes him superior, not inferior, to themselves, for he is also their creation.
At this point, Irenaeus presents a beautiful statement on the Catholic perspective
concerning the Creator. In it he inserts a partial citation of Hebrews 1:3 to teach that “by the
word of his power” he created all things:
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If…He made all things freely, and by his own power, and arranged and finished
them, and His will is the substance of all things, then He is discovered to be the
one only God who created all things, who alone is Omnipotent, and who is the
only Father founding and forming all things, visible and invisible, such as may be
perceived by our senses and such as cannot, heavenly and earthly, “by the word of
His power,” [Heb. 1:3] and He has fitted and arranged all things by His wisdom,
while He contains all things, but He Himself can be contained by no one: He is
the Former, He the Builder, He the Discoverer, He the Creator, He the Lord of all;
and there is no one besides Him or above Him….42
I have stopped this remarkable theological statement short as it goes on for several more
lines. In those lines the bishop of Lyons contrasts the God of the church to the Valentinian
concept of the Demiurge, emphasizing that the Father creates through His Word and wisdom,
and that this Father is the God of the patriarchs, the law, the prophets, Christ, the apostles, and
the church. He is revealed through the Son who eternally co-exists with him.
What is important for our understanding of this early Christian father’s reading of
Hebrews is that the only biblical text quoted within this magisterial reflection on God is a portion
of Hebrews 1:3: “by the word of his power (verbo virtutis suae).”43 Irenaeus takes from this text
two key theological themes which appear in his grand confession and which are taken explicitly
from the biblical text’s language. First, we see the idea of the exclusivity and supremacy of
God’s power in creation. From this text he derives his language within his doctrinal summary
which affirms that God “by his own power (ex sua potestiale)”, made, arranged, and finished all
things.44 Of this same biblical text he was thinking when earlier, as he was working his way up to
the conclusion of his theological statement, he asked rhetorically, who can number all those
things which have been constituted “by the power of God” (per virtutem Dei).45
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In addition to his argument for the immensity of God’s power while he anticipates his
citation of Hebrews 1:3, he also takes to heart the passage’s language concerning the word
(verbum) of God’s power. This, of course, he reads Christologically, as he reads references to
wisdom, pneumatologically. Both appear in his grand theological statement. God creates by his
Word and arranges all things by his Wisdom (Sapientia).46 Later in the conclusion, this becomes
“He is the Creator who made all things by Himself, that is, through (peln) His Word (verbum)
and His Wisdom (Sapientiam).47 In the same conclusion his Word is further identified as his Son
(Filius).48 This suggests that Irenaeus is thinking not only of Hebrews 1:3, but also verse 2,
which says that God has spoken through his Son.49
Hebrews 1:2-3 performs for Irenaeus as a text which teaches the all-sufficiency of the
creative power of the Father by means of or through the agency of his Word, his Son. In this
way, Hebrews 1:2-3 joins ranks with biblical texts like Psalm 32 [33]:6 and John 1:3 which
elsewhere Irenaeus joins together to teach that the rule of truth announces that “There is one God
All-Powerful (omnipotence), who created all things through his Word (verbum).”50 What the
Psalmist and John provide in testimony to the Father’s creation of all things through the Word;
Son, the author of Hebrews provides in testimony to the Almightyness of the Word’s, Son’s
creative agency, for it is the Word, or Son, of the Father’s power who creates.
We must not think that Hebrews 1:2-3 functions alone in this context, however: It joins a
host of other biblical testimonies which together provide Irenaeus with a network, a cento, if you
like, of Bible words. Together with the words from Hebrews we find also words from Ephesians
1:21; Exodus 20:11; Psalm 145 (144):6; Acts 4:24; 14:15; Genesis 2:7-8; Matthew 22:32; 2
Corinthians 1:3; 11:31; Ephesians 1:3; 3:14; Colossians 1:3; and 1 Peter 1:3. Such centos are
typical of Irenaeus. Through them, through his explicit linkage of biblical texts which in his
mind are obviously associated and connected and which testify to the rule of truth, he
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demonstrates the proper connection of the Scriptures. The Valentinians, he thinks, lack propriety
in their own centos; their own arrangement of Scripture’s pieces.51
Hebrews 1:8-9: The Exclusivity of the Father and Son
We may also be able to recognize a further role for the first chapter of the Letter in
Irenaeus’s polemic. In his third book he argues that the titles “God” and “Lord” have only been
given by the Lord, the Spirit, or the Apostles appropriately to the Father and his Son. There, we
may find a reference to Hebrews 1:8-9 and the immediate context. The argument in both
Adversus haereses 3.6.1 and Hebrews 1 is similar. Hebrews, through a collection of Old
Testament passages, is arguing that the application of the titles “Son,” “God” and “Lord” is
restricted to Jesus (Heb. 1:5 [Ps. 2:7]; Heb. 1:8, 13 [Ps. 45 [44]; [7]: 110 [109]:1; Heb. 1:10 [Ps.
102 [101] 25 [26]; Heb. 3:1). The Scriptures, or more pointedly, God, has never applied them to
angels. In the same manner, Irenaeus, also through a network of texts, is arguing that the titles
“God” and “Lord” have only been used “definitely and absolutely” by the Father for the Son, the
Spirit, or for both (Ps. 110:1; Ps. 45:6; Ps. 82:1; 50:1, 3). The Scripture, where it doesn’t record
the Father speaking, Irenaeus insists, has used them only of the Son (Gen. 19:24). He
emphasizes, particularly, that when the Spirit employs the titles “God” and “Lord” he restricts
application to the Son. However, the title “gods” can be applied to the church, to those who have
received the adoption by grace (Ps. 82:1; Ps. 50: 1, 3; Isa. 65:1; Ps. 82:6; Rom. 8:15). Only
Psalm 45:6 and Psalm 110:1 occur in the sets of Old Testament texts employed by both Hebrews
and Irenaeus.
Although Irenaeus might have put his cento of Old Testament texts together completely
on his own, or might have had access to some early testimonia, the similarity of concentration on
the proper application of the same titles, as well as five other considerations, suggest dependence
upon Hebrews 1. First, we know that in Adversus haereses 2.28.7, when he cites Psalm 110:1,
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the presentation in Hebrews is in his mind. When he cites it he reflects the idea of Hebrews 1:13
when he says that it was to the Word “alone” to whom he said the words of the Psalm. He
reflects in his own thought the teaching of the Hebrews text of when it says, “But to what angel
has he ever said?” This is the language of exclusivity. Camerlynck is especially impressed by the
similarity and sees here clear “dependence” upon the Epistle.52 Second, we already know of his
explicit reading of Hebrews 1:2-3. Third, Hebrews 1 is contrasting the titles “God,” “Son,” and
“Lord” to angels. Angels, the Letter argues, do not receive these titles from God. Irenaeus,
similarly, is contrasting the titles “God” and “Lord” to the adopted children of God, the members
of the church, those he sees the Spirit naming as “gods.” Also, however, further down in his
argument (3.6.1-5), he will also demonstrate that the term “gods” is also applied to those who are
“no gods at all.” The Father and Son are to be contrasted to the church in terms of supremacy, as
the angels are different from the Son. On the other hand the false gods, the idols, are to be
contrasted in terms of reality. Fourth, the same types of rhetorical questions occur in both
Hebrews and Irenaeus. In Hebrews we find: “For to what angel did God ever say?” as Psalm 2 is
read and, “But to what angel has he ever said?, as Psalm 110 is read (Heb. 1:5, 13). In Irenaeus
we find, “who is meant by God?,” between the reading of Psalm 50:1 and 50:3 and “But of what
gods [does he speak]?,” just prior to the reading of Psalm 82:6. Finally, both the Letter and
Irenaeus make explicit reference to the Father and Son. Hebrews 1:5 has the titles from Psalm
2:7 and 2 Samuel 7:14 (1 Chron. 17:13) and in Hebrews 1:8 where “son” occurs in interpretation
of the title “God” in Psalm 45:6. Irenaeus has the same titles in the immediate context without
biblical references, but like Hebrews 1, uses both titles in interpretation of the titles “Lord” and
“God.”53 Again, we should point out, that the bishop employs individual texts in centos which he
composes. He rarely reads a text independently. His biblical reading is always canonical. Here, it
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seems, though the entire cento is his own, that he composes it under the influence of Hebrews 1.
Probably, his attention to Psalms 2 is drawn by Hebrews 1:8-9.
Hebrews 3:5: Moses and the One God
Because Irenaeus apparently borrows the language of Hebrews 3:14, it now becomes
possible for us to appreciate a broader appeal to the third chapter of the Letter. It might also be
that when he characterizes Moses as the “faithful servant and a prophet of God” (2.2.5) that he is
reading towards the beginning of the chapter in verse 5. There the Letter reads: “Now Moses was
faithful in God’s house as a servant, to testify to the things that would be spoken later.” It might
also be that he has Numbers 12:7 and Joshua 14:7 as his source, but there, although the attributes
of “servant” and “faithful” are said to be true of Moses, the context of Numbers 12:6-8 contrasts
Moses with a prophet, which is an office Irenaeus attributes to him. Numbers says that to
prophets, the LORD manifests himself in visions and dreams, but to Moses he speaks “face to
face.” However, in Hebrews 3:5, Moses is characterized as a prophet, as one who testified “to
those things that were spoken later.” This suggests that the text of Hebrews, which does not carry
forth the contrast between Moses and the Lord’s prophets, is the text upon which Irenaeus was
gazing. The language of Numbers 12 and Hebrews 3 occurs again later in Adversus haereses
3.6.5 where Irenaeus writes that Moses is spoken of by the Spirit as “the faithful Moses, the
attendant and servant of God.”54 But once again, it seems that the text which influences
Irenaeus’s words is that of Hebrews 3. In his polemic the bishop is concerned with arguing the
difference between gods and the one God, idols and God the Father, the creator of all things by
his Son. To this effect he cites Galatians 4:8-9; 2 Thessalonians 2:4, and 1 Corinthians 8:4-6. The
last of these three passages states that there is “one God, the Father, of whom are all things …
and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things.” Here he argues that all things, τ πντα
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derive only from the Creator and his agent and no one else. Therefore, there is only one God the
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Father and one Lord Jesus Christ. The argument against other gods is made by demonstrating the
unique identity of the Creator and his Son. He then quotes Moses twice, from Deuteronomy 4:19
and 5:8, to make the point that one should not make idols of created things, “of whatsoever
things (π ντoς) are in heaven, earth, and the waters.” In Hebrews 3:4, the verse that immediately
precedes the one under consideration reads, “that the builder of all things, [τ ] πντα , is God.”
The context of Hebrews 3 serves the polemic of Irenaeus better than that of Numbers 12. It also
seems that Hebrews 3:5 is silently part of the cento of texts which includes the ones of Paul and
Deuteronomy. The case for Irenaeus’s use of Hebrews 3:5, on the basis of context, seems a bit
stronger than the case Hagner was able to make for Clement of Rome. In his treatment of
Clement he concluded that Clement was “very possibly dependent upon Heb. 3.”55 Once again,
as with Hebrews 1:3, it seems the Letter comes to the aid of the polemicist as he presents the
catholic faith concerning the creation, the Creator, the Father, and his agent, his Son.
Hebrews 5:8-9: Christ, Mary, and the Amendment
It is to the category of Salvation that we now turn. In particular we will see how Hebrews
5:9 helps him build his concept of Mary’s recapitulation of Eve and of Eve’s descendants. In the
argument in which the presence of Hebrews 5 can be seen, Irenaeus is arguing that the end is
connected to the beginning within the fabric of Salvation history. “Our Lord,” he states, in his
flesh, his humanity, his finitude and suffering, is traced back to Adam over seventy-two
generations “connecting the end with the beginning.”56 Adam, for Irenaeus, after Romans 5:14,
is “the figure of him that was to come,” for the Word of God had predestined that the first
human, of animal nature, would be saved by the second human of spiritual nature.
This view of redemptive history so clear in the figures of Adam and Christ sets the
pattern for understanding other biblical figures, for recognizing other connections inherent within
the history of salvation. So, in Adversus haereses 3.22.4, Irenaeus begins, “In accordance with
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this design, Mary the Virgin is found obedient. . . . But Eve was disobedient. . . . . [and] having
become disobedient was made the cause of death, both to herself and to the entire human race.”57
Here Irenaeus makes another connection based on the one between Adam and Christ. But, now,
it is the two virgin women, Mary and Eve, and the connection is not one of redemption, but of
disobedience and death. In the same way in which the sorrowful nature of Adam passed to all of
his descendants, Eve passes death along also; her disobedience is the cause of death to all of
these. But Irenaeus goes on to argue that the reverse is true as well. “So also,” he continues, “did
Mary, having a man betrothed [to her] and being nevertheless a virgin, by yielding obedience,
become the course of salvation, both to herself and the whole human race.58
Irenaeus will pick up this theme of “recapitulation of disobedience” through obedience
again in Adv haer. 5.19.1. There he says that Adam’s disobedience at the tree “receives
amendment by the correction” of the First-begotten and Eve’s virginal disobedience is balanced
by Mary’s virginal obedience.59 Mary, he says, became the “patroness” (Advocata) of Eve so that
the human race is rescued by a virgin as well.60
Having seen the theme of balance, advocacy, amendment, and correction through the
connectedness of the Irenaean economies, we need to return to the language of Adv. haer. 3.22.4.
There Eve was said to have “become the cause of salvation, both to herself and the whole human
race.” Here we can see how Irenaeus has read, employed, and extended the words of Hebrews
5:8-9. There we read: Although he was a Son, he learned obedience through what he suffered;
and being made perfect he became the source of eternal salvation to all who obey him.
In Irenaeus’s thought we see that he seems to have taken the language of cause and effect and
obedience/perfection applied strictly to Jesus in Hebrews, and through his theme of connections,
applied it also to Mary, so that she becomes also the “cause of salvation” to all. For Irenaeus,
Adam is not the only figure that needs to be corrected, and Christ is not the only one who
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corrects, for the Lord accomplishes “recapitulation of so comprehensive a dispensation.” The
Lord makes the recapitulation, but employs a variety of figures in the comprehensiveness of that
recapitulation. So, for Irenaeus, the cause and effect of the amendment performed by Christ for
Adam and his obedient descendants, which we see in Hebrews 5:8-9, must be extended to Mary
and the amendment of Eve and her obedient children.
Bertrand de Margerie hears the same allusion to Hebrews 5:9 in Irenaeus, an allusion he
characterizes as “universally acknowledged.”62 In his understanding, Irenaeus’s reflection on
Hebrews “signifies that Mary participates in the salvific obedience of Christ on the cross and has
participated in it ever since the Annunciation, receiving from her Son the grace of obedience—
obedience to him—in view of the salvation of the human race.”63 Mary, then, becomes one of
those who “obey him,” by means of grace, and one who thereby uniquely joins him in the
recovery of the lost. De Margerie goes on to say, that Mary “received from him [Christ] the
power to contribute in a unique way,—by consenting to become his mother— to the salvation of
the whole human race.”64
So now we have seen how Hebrews has helped inform Irenaeus’s presentation of
redemptive history as he addresses his opponents. The entire reference to the reversal brought
about by Christ and Mary began with the bishop concerned to explain the reality of Christ’s
flesh, the actuality of his share in Mary’s flesh, his true taking from her of her flesh. He did not
just pass through her as through a tube. In one dimension, then, the reversal of Eve through
Mary, brought about in history, structures not only Irenaeus’s soteriology, but also his
Christology. Mary’s participation in the amendment with Christ puts forth also Christ’s
participation with Mary in her substance. They both bring about reversal of two erring humans,
by virtue of the fact that both of them are obedient humans. They share. He shares her flesh; She
shares in the work of reversal. There is co-participation. He participates in her humanity; she
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participates, by grace, in the making of recapitulation. They share in obedience as they share in
flesh. Hebrews has appeared linked to both the notion of recapitulation in history and also to the
authenticity of the historical actual fleshiness of Christ.
Hebrews 5:15: The Immaturity of Humanity
We next see how the Epistle seems also to be linked to Irenaeus anthropology. In
particular, it is linked to a very unique portion of his doctrine of humanity: his peculiar idea of
the immaturity of humanity, a creature created to grow, mature, and develop within economies
and a history designed to facilitate such maturation.
The discussion leading up to his apparent allusion to Hebrews begins with a question: “If,
however, anyone says, ‘what then? Could not God have exhibited humanity as perfect from the
beginning?”65 His response initially takes this line: All things are possible to God. He is always
the same. But created things are inferior to him. They, unlike God, are not uncreated. As created,
then, they are initially imperfect. A mother has it in her power to give food, meats, stews, firm
vegetables to her infant, but does not, for her child is unable to receive it. Likewise, God could
have made humans perfect from the beginning, but humanity being infantile in its creatureliness
could not have received it. So, it is in this way that we should understand the first advent of the
Lord. He came not with the glory with which he might have come, but in a fashion that we were
capable of beholding. And then in Irenaeus’s own words we read: “He, who was the perfect
bread of the Father, offered himself to us as milk [because we were] as infants.”66 That is, as it
were, we nursed “from the breast of his flesh,” so that by this “course of milk nourishment” we
might “become accustomed to eat and drink the Word of God,” and might be able to receive and
“contain” the Spirit, the “bread of immortality.”67
In his continuing discussion of the topic, Irenaeus cites 1 Corinthians 3:2:
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“And on this account does Paul declare to the Corinthians, ‘I have fed you with
milk, not with meat, for you were not ready for it.’ That is, you have indeed
learned about the advent of our Lord as human, nevertheless, because of your
infirmity, the Spirit of the Father has not yet rested upon you.”
Because of the sin of the Corinthians, they did not have the Spirit, they were not spiritual. So,
Irenaeus says, “the apostle had the power to give them strong meat,” that is the Holy Spirit, “but
they were not capable of receiving it, because,” and now we hear the presence of Hebrews 5:14,
“they had feeble and untrained faculties (άγµναστα

χειν

τ

ασθητρια

).”68 Hebrews 5:14

and its context parallels 1Corinthians 3:2 in specific ways. Both are rebukes to the immature.
Both address the unfortunate need to restrict the hearers to the consumption of milk and not meat
or solid food. Hebrews 5:12c reads: “You need milk not solid food,” and 5:13 makes clear that
the one fed milk is a child. And then 5:14 states: “But solid food is for the mature, for those who
have their faculties trained (ξιν τ ασθητρια γεγυµνασµνα

) by practice to distinguish

good from evil.” It is important to note, since Irenaeus interprets the Corinthian poverty as the
absence of the Spirit of the Father, that a few verses later in Hebrews 6:4, “partakers of the Holy
Spirit” are mentioned.
Apparently, Irenaeus only borrows the specific language concerning “faculties” and
“(un)trained” from Hebrews. However, his mind has joined the two passages together because of
the commonality of language and topics shared by 1 Corinthians 3:2 and Hebrews 5:14. Whereas
he cites 1 Corinthians, the presence of terminology from Hebrews indicates that he is thinking of
both texts. They form a cento which informs his concept of humanity’s immaturity. This
concept, of course, is contrasted to the perfection and absence of deficiency in the Creator.
Rousseau, we might note, in his notes to the critical edition, also sees the allusion to Hebrews
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5:14. Because of the presence of its language and the parallel contexts and topics, he believes
that it is “certain” that the bishop is alluding to the Epistle.69
Hebrews 8:5: Typologies and Economies
Now, as we move from chapter five of Hebrews to the eighth chapter, we find material
which is attractive to Irenaeus as he expresses the hermeneutical framework for his
understanding of the relationship between the two economies, between prophecy and fulfillment,
between Law and grace, the earthly and the heavenly. Specifically, his eyes are fixed on
Hebrews 8:5. In the context we find that the author is discussing the true high priest of the order
of Melchizedek and the true sanctuary, the true tent erected not by humans, but by the Lord.
Earthly priests (“now if he were on earth [γ ]”) and the earthly sanctuary of the old covenant,
which was not faultless as the new covenant is, the epistle says are to be distinguished from the
true ones. The earthly things, Hebrews 8:5 records,
Serve as a copy and shadow (σκι ) of the heavenly (πουρανων

) sanctuary;

for when Moses was about to erect the tent, he was instructed by God, saying ‘See
that you make everything according to the pattern (τπον

leitourgias) which was

shown you on the mountain (Ex. 25:40).’
We read of Irenaeus describing, perhaps the Jews, as those who deny that the prophets
announced the one and the same Jesus Christ and who deny that the Son taught the same Father
proclaimed by the prophets. In his mind they are “scoffers,” “those not subject to God” and those
who “follow outward purifications for the praise of men.”70 To these he goes on to say, God has
“assigned everlasting perdition.” But he develops more fully what he considers to be their false
worship. The “outward purifications” they follow he describes as “observances” which “had
been given as a type of future things, “things to come,”; (τν µελλόντων), “The law,” he say s,
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and here he makes recourse to Hebrews 8:5, was “describing and outlining (σχιαγραφσαντος)
eternal things by the temporal and the heavenly by the earthly (terrenis caelestia; τν έπιγείων
τ οράνια).”

71

One can also hear here, can hear the language of Hebrews 10:1 which speaks of

the law as “a shadow of the good things to come (σκιν . . . τν µελλόντων ).”
In the bishop’s understanding, there are those who do not recognize the connection
between the prophets, Jesus Christ, and the Father. They remain tied to “the Old Testament
dispensation” without believing in the “greater gift of grace” or “a fuller [measure of] grace and
greater gifts” brought by Jesus in his advent. They have not moved in their worship beyond the
outlines, the shadow, the temporal, the earthly.72 Origen, in Alexandria, of Course, spoke of the
“Jewish cultus” as the “image and shadow of heavenly things” on the basis of Hebrews 8:5.73
Here, we already find a similar construction present in Lyons in the second century.
We see the same connection at least two more time in Adversus haereses. In Adv. haer.
4.14.3, he cites Exodus 25:40, which also appears in Hebrews 8:5, and 1 Corinthians 10:4, 11.
But it appears that he is thinking of Hebrews over Exodus or at least in addition to it. Again, the
language of the earthly and heavenly, present in Hebrews 8:4-5, occurs in his argument. Irenaeus
says that God in the old economy was “calling” the people of that economy “by secondary things
to primary ones that is, by the figurative to the true, by the temporal to the eternal, by the carnal
to the spiritual, by the earthly to the celestial (terrrena ad caelestia; πιγείων

ες τ

οράνια) )”.74 As in Adv. haer. 4.11.3-4, the language of the “greater,” “fuller” new economy is
here as well with the contrast between “secondary” and “primary” and this language echoes the
terminology of Hebrews 8 which is that of a “more excellent” ministry, a “better” covenant
“better promises”, and a “new covenant” versus one which was not “faultless” and which was
“obsolete” (Heb 8:6-8, 13). In the same way in which we have already seen the bishop join
Hebrews 5:14 with 1 Corinthians 3:2 in a cento, where the Corinthian text is cited and the
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Hebrew text is present in allusion, we see here the linking of an allusion to Hebrews 8:5 with the
citation of other passages from 1 Corinthians (10:4, 11).
Another allusion to the same context of Hebrews 8:5 appears in one of Irenaeus’s rebukes
concerning inappropriate hermeneutical practices. In Adv. haer. 4.19.1, he acknowledges that the
Old Covenant modes of worship were received “in a figure as was shown to Moses.” And he
states that it was appropriate that “earthly things, (πίγεια; terrena )” should be types of
“heavenly things (τν πουρανίων; caelestia).”

75

But he scolds, the person, and he has in mind

his opponents, who might incorrectly imagine that the “heavenly and spiritual things” are in
themselves types of a “Pleroma” or another Father.76 The typology has an end. This is his point
again in Adv. haer. 5.35.2 where he again refers to Exodus 25:40/Hebrews 8:5. Here, in the midst
of his argument for a literal new, eschatological resurrection, kingdom, Jerusalem and earth, he
insists that such things are not to be “understood in reference to super-celestial matters,” “for
none of these literal elements of his eschatological hope “is capable of being allegorized.”
In the immediate context a host of texts occur in support of his literal hermeneutic.
Revelation 20 (11-15), Matt. 25:4, Revelation 21:1-4; Isaiah 65: 17, 18; 1 Corinthians 7:31;
Matthew 26:35 all solidify his position in his mind. They place a limit on the manner in which
the typology taught in Exodus 25:40/Hebrews 8:5 may be understood. For Irenaeus, Hebrews 8:5
provides a way to comprehend the differences in economies, dispensations, and covenants. It
informs a paradigm for understanding the differences between old, new, and eschatological. But
it must be read in linkage to other biblical passages which complement it and which place
limitations of Catholicity on the typology it presents.
Hebrews 11: Faith, Promise, and Resurrection
We find also in Adversus haereses, the bishop probably alluding to other material from
Hebrews which now we shall mention only briefly. He may have Hebrews 11:4 (and Matt 23:35)

in mind as he discusses the sin of Cain and speaks of Able as just (iustus; δκαιος).
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Hebrews

11:5-7; Wisdom 4:10 and Sirach 44:16 might inform his discussion of Enoch and Noah and
those faithful ones “before Abraham,” as our Bishop says. They pleased (placens:
εαρεστησας) God by

faith and demonstrated salvation without circumcision or the Law of

Moses.78 Furthermore, he may, as A. Orbe suggests, have his eye on these same texts as he reads
Gen 5:24 and discusses the surety of bodily resurrection demonstrated when God bodily
translated (translatus; µετετέθη) Enoch.79 Both Hebrews and Wisdom of Solomon could have
inspired his reading of Enoch. We might speculate, then, that this gives us a clue as to how we
are to understand Eusebius’s statement about Irenaeus's extensive citation of these two books in
that work no longer extant.80 Could it be that in that work, Irenaeus treated, at length, portions of
Hebrews (at least elements of the eleventh chapter) and linked them interpretively to Wisdom (at
least chapter 4)?81 Maybe this book was a theological treatise largely supported by centos
composed of material from Hebrews and Wisdom.82
Irenaeus's treatment of Hebrews 11 is not exhausted in what he does with verses 4-7, and
Adv. haer. 5.32.1-2 figures prominently.83 Hebrews 11:8-9, 10, 13 (along with Heb 4:1; 6:12;
10:36) seem to be behind his discussions of Abraham. Irenaeus presents him as a stranger and
pilgrim (peregrinor; peregrination; peregrinus et advena; ξνος ; πάροικος και παρεπδηµος ) in
this world, who lived by faith. However, the patriarch did not receive the inheritance (hereditas;
κληρονοµαν ) of the land (terra; γν ), promised (promitto; επαγγελλοµαι) by God. Instead,
Irenaeus makes clear, what God promised would only be received (recipio; απλοµβανω [Heb
11:39 has: κοµιζω]) at the resurrection. He used Abraham in this way to argue for the one God,
the prefigurement of both covenants in that one patriarch and the blessed hope of resurrection.
Furthermore, the language of Hebrews 11:19 makes a probable appearance as well. It speaks of
the patriarch’s faith in God as the one who can raise humanity from the dead (κ νεκρν
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γερειν

). When Irenaeus writes of him (God) who raises (suscito; γείροντος) morta l flesh

from the dead (a mortuis; κ νεκρν) he uses the terminology

of Hebrews.84

Other Occurrences of Hebrews in Adversus haereses
Finally, we glance at two appearances of Hebrews in book three. First, at the beginning of
his third book we hear what appears to be a whisper of Hebrews 3:14. As he concludes the first
chapter of book three, where he insists that the evangelists transmitted the teaching of “one only
God, Creator of heaven and earth” and of one only Christ, the Son of God,” he employs a unique
term to describe the church’s evangelists who endure in the catholic faith. In Hebrews 3:14 the
author of the letter refers to those who hold their “first confidence firm to the end” as those who
“Share (µτοχοι ) in Christ.” Now in Adversus haereses 3.1.2 he says that those who disagree
with the truths of one God and one Son of God, that is, in his mind, the Valentinians, despise
“those who share (participes; µετόχους) in the Lord.”85 For the bishop of Lyons, it seems that it
is those who have written the Gospel in four versions who remained firm and who are those who
share in Christ. To despise their teaching is to despise Christ and the Father and to render one
condemned. The evangelists “share” in Christ because they have been given the power of the
Gospel.86 It is they who transmit the truth and of whom the Lord spoke in Luke 10:16: “He who
hears you hears me, and he who rejects you rejects me, and he who rejects me rejects him who
sent me.”87 The evangelists share in the Lord in the sense that, however the heretics respond to
their teaching, that is the same way they respond to the Son and the Father. Here then, it appears,
is Irenaeus’s reading of Hebrews 3:14 in connection to Luke 10:16.
Second, we have what seems to be a reference to Hebrews 13:12 in one place where
Irenaeus speaks of Christ’s death.88 Hebrews 13:12 in speaking of the suffering of Jesus, declares
that it took place outside the gate. The purpose of this suffering was “to sanctify (γιζω
people (λας ) through his own blood (δι το δου αµατος

) the

).” Irenaeus describes Jesus
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Christ as redeeming the church from apostasy by his own blood (sanguine suo; τ αµατι
αύτου) so that it might be a sanctified (sanctifico; γιζω

) people (populus; λας ).

Conclusion
At this point, I think, we have provided sufficient warrant for our claim. Hebrews, though
Irenaeus scarcely cites it in Adversus haereses, is present in allusion in significant ways. It
informs important, paradigmatic theological theses in Irenaeus’s response to his opponents.
It is important to note that in this argument for the use of Hebrews in Irenaeus most
evidence has not come from the presence of explicit citations. However, although he doesn’t cite
remarkable portions of Hebrews, he unobtrusively inserts its language, argument, and
conceptions. He has appropriated the text’s language and ideas and made them his own through
memory, association, and argument. It flows from his pen as if it were his own creation.
Allusions, rather than signifying an absence of citation, and therefore a minimal role for a text
actually signify the opposite. Scripture has become such a part of thought and life through
memory and rumination that it shows itself without pomp. But this is what we would expect
from a culture in which both orality and the written word function centrally. Jan Vansina said it
best:
As opposed to all other sources, oral tradition consists of information existing in
memory. It is in memory most of the time, and only now and then are those parts
recalled which the needs of the moment require. This information forms a vast
pool, one that encompasses the whole inherited culture—for culture is what is in
the mind.89
Allusions, rather than indicating the incidental function of Scripture, indicate its normative place.
But they witness to something else as well. Allusions are selected from a pool, and selection is
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interpretation which “occurs mainly for social reasons.” These social, or cultural profiles
“correspond to the present view of reality and of the world.”91 Therefore, allusions reflect what a
culture currently believes to be paramount. Allusions are windows into prominent communal
values. They are also windows into the whole pool of tradition for “even the smallest word or
phrase…refers in some degree to the whole and to the authority that the whole commands….”92
Irenaeus’s use of Hebrews demonstrates, then, the presence of a text, the language and
ideology of which, has seeped selectively and quietly into his polemic. Its presence is not,
apparently, as easily recognized as it was to Eusebius in the collection of Irenaeus’s writings
with which he was familiar, but which are no longer available to us. But present, in Adversus
haereses, it seems to be, nevertheless. Its presence, perhaps, is not more obvious because
Irenaeus rejected its Pauline authorship and therefore, in polemic against the Gnostics and
Marcionites, he feels the need to be subtle. This seems also to hold true for Tertullian, who
believed that Barnabas wrote Hebrews and in On Modesty (20.2) cites Hebrews 6:4-8, but who,
in Adv. Marc., does not provide a defense for the apostolicity of Hebrews, although he defends
all of Paul’s epistles.93 He never cites nor appears to allude to Hebrews in Adversus
Valentinianos and never cites the Letter in his Adversus Marcionem, although there appear to be
recognizable allusions to at least Hebrews 1:14 and 4:12.94 Tertullian appears to use it in a subtle
way, typical of Irenaeus, perhaps because Marcion did not recognize Hebrews as apostolic.95 In
anti-Valentinian and ant-Marcionite polemic catholic authors do not seem to make obvious use
of Hebrews. But it does inform Tertullian and Irenaeus in their polemics.
Suffice it now to conclude, that although perhaps in a different manner than Eusebius
knew it, Adversus haereses also provides evidence of the important place of Hebrews in the
theological work of the bishop of Lyons. Perhaps hesitant to explicitly cite it in this polemical
work, because of his argument’s tie to the apostolic tradition he, regardless, has its language and
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ideology in his mind. It informs his concept of Catholicity and his response to those who think it
appropriate to depart from it.
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